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Motivation

We propose “attribute phrases” — short 
descriptions describing the differences 
between two images (or two categories). 

Approach

Speaker model[3]:
- Simple Speaker (SS): Describe attributes of one image
- Discerning Speaker (DS): Describe the differences between two images

Quantitative Results
Evaluate listener 
- Discerning listener (DL) is ~3% better than 

simple listener (SL)
- Averaging predictions from two simple listeners 
(2xSL) achieves similar improvement

Evaluate speaker models by listener model
Discerning speaker (DS) is ~10% better than 
simple speaker (SS)

Re-ranking by listener helps
- Use speaker to generate phrases  
- Use listener to re-rank phrases
- Human as the listener for evaluation
- Re-ranking improves 10% on top 5 accuracy

Qualitative Results
Discerning speaker (DS) generates better attribute phrases than simple speaker (SS)

Fine-grained Classification
Attributes phrases are better for fine-grained classification

• Use the listener to get the scores between the image 
and the top k most frequent attribute phrases

• Use expert-designed 46 attributes from OID[1], and train 
a linear classifier to predict attributes for FGVC-aircraft

• Test on FGVC-aircraft[5] dataset
With 46 attributes, our attribute phrases are 12% better 
than expert-designed attributes.
With 300 attribute phrases, ours are about 20% better.

Visualizations and Applications

Image Retrieval - Given query text, use the simple 
listener model to retrieve top 18 nearest images

SS: 
✔ passenger plane 
?  white 
✔ jet engine 
?  facing right 
✔ commercial plane 
?  _UNK 
?  on the ground 
✔ large 
✔ large size 
✔ on runway

DS:
✔ commercial plane 
?  facing right 
✔ turbofan engine 
✔ on concrete 
✔ t tail 
✔ jet engine 
✔ twin engine 
✔ multi seater 
✔ white and red 
✔ white colour with red stripes

SS + SLr:
✔ commercial plane 
✔ large 
✔ large size 
✔ jet engine 
✔ on runway 
✔ passenger plane 
?  on the ground 
?  _UNK 
?  white 
?  facing right

DS + SLr:
✔ commercial plane 
✔ jet engine 
✔ turbofan engine 
✔ twin engine 
✔ on concrete 
✔ multi seater 
✔ t tail 
✔ white and red 
?  facing right 
✔ white colour with red stripes

Figure 4. An example for comparing various speakers. Given the image pair in the left as input, we use SS and DS to generate descriptions
of the top left image. Outputs from SS and DS are listed in the order of probabilities from speaker beam search. Outputs of SS+SLr and
DS+SLr are reranked by SLr . Green checks mean human listener picks correct image with certain, while question marks mean human
listener is uncertain which image is referred to. We show that DS is better than SS, and reranking improves the quality of top sentences.

red and blue pointy nose; on the runway red plane; many windows; facing right

Figure 7. Top 18 images ranked by the listener for various attribute phrases as queries (shown on top). We rank the images by the scores
from the simple listener on the concatenation of the attribute phrases. The images are ordered from top to bottom, left to right.
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Figure 8. Top 10 discriminative attribute phrases for pairs of categories from FGVC aircraft dataset. Descriptions are generated by the
discerning speaker for each pair of images in the first and second category. The phrases sorted by the occurrence frequency provides an
attribute-based explanation of the visual difference between two categories.
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Listener model: Measuring the similarity between the phrases and 
images in a common embedded space
- Simple Listener (SL): 

- SL: Given one phrase, find which of the two images it is referring to
- SLr: Randomly select irrelevant image for training

- Discerning Listener (DL): Given two phrases, find which of the two 
images the first phrase is referring to

Pragmatic speaker[4]:
1. Generate phrases by the speaker 
2. Re-rank phrases by the listener

t-SNE Embedding of 
Attribute Phrases

We collected a new attribute phrases dataset
- We ask annotators to describe 5 visual 

differences between an image pair
- Each pair is sampled from different categories 

in the Airplane OID[1] dataset
- 9400 image pairs in total

References

Human Annotations:
1) small size VS large size
2) single seat VS more seated
3) facing left VS facing right
4) private VS commercial
5) wings at the top VS wings 

at the bottom

Discerning Speaker (DS):
1) private plane VS commercial plane (p=0.3338)
2) private VS commercial (p=0.1648)
3) small plane VS large plane (p=0.0701)
4) facing left VS facing right (p=0.0355)
5) short VS long (p=0.0250)
6) white VS red (p=0.0228)
7) high wing VS low wing (p=0.0184)
8) small VS large (p=0.01775)
9) glider VS jetliner (p=0.0170)
10) white and blue color VS white red and blue color 

(p=0.0159)

Simple Speaker (SS):
1) no engine (p=0.2963)
2) small (p=0.1800)
3) private plane (p=0.0650)
4) on the ground (p=0.0519)
5) propellor engine (p=0.0322)
6) on ground (p=0.0250)
7) glider (p=0.0228)
8) white color (p=0.0163)
9) small plane (p=0.0151)
10) no propeller (p=0.0124)

After re-ranking by the listener, top attributes phrases are more accurate
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Listener Accuracy
SL 86.3
DL 88.9
2xSL 89.3

� Red plane
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� Red plane
� Propellor engine
? Facing left
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Speaker Top Listener	(SL)

SS
1 81.7
5 80.6
10 80.0

DS
1 92.8
5 91.4
10 90.5

Speaker Top Original Re-rank	by	
Listener (SLr)

SS
1 68.0 94.0
5 64.2 82.6
7 63.1 74.3

DS
1 82.0 95.0
5 80.2 90.0
7 79.1 86.7

Dataset

~3%

~10%

~10%

Set-wise Attribute Phrases
1. Select two categories
2. Randomly select one image 

from each category
3. Use speaker model to 

generate attribute phrases 
for each pair of images

4. Sort the phrases by the 
occurrence frequency in 
each category

Related Work
Referring Expression Generation[2]:
Generate expressions referring to a specific object in 
an image
- They usually focus on the category, spatial 

relationships, etc., of the object in the image 
- Our task focuses on attributes that enable fine-

grained discrimination with instances of a category

Evaluation using reference game
Given a pair of images:
- Speaker generates an attribute phrase
- Listener predicts which image it is referring to 
- Binary task
- Report accuracy (%) in the following tables

We learn attribute phrases in the context of reference game
- Speaker: Generate attribute phrases
- Listener: Find which image the phrase is referring to

A B
Image Captions:
Example: A military fighter jet taxies on a 
runway (A)
�Compositional language-based
�Not designed to describe differences
Attributes:
Example: Is military plane? Yes (A) No (B)
�Modular - an instance can be described by 

a set of attributes
�Fixed set of attributes designed by experts
Attributes Phrases:
Example: On the runway vs. On the field
�Compositional and modular
�More expressive and discriminative at fine-

grained tasks
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